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ABSTRACT A mathematical model for the contact interaction of a cylindrical pipe with a composite band 
during its repair is constructed. A system of governing equations of the contact problem is formulated by using 
the Timoshenko theory of shells. An analysis of possible solutions is carried out for various combinations of 
geometric and elastic properties of shells. The possibility of pretension of a prepreg in order to improve the 
efficiency of repair is considered. The numerical results obtained allow one to establish the desired level of 
pretension for various repair situations.  
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ABSTRACT A new procedure has been developed to minimise the influence of the sample imperfections on the 
identified material parameters by eliminating from the objective function those modes that are mostly affected 
by the model errors so that eventually no modifications of the numerical model are required. The model errors 
in the present study are defined as deviations of a test sample from the assumptions made in the numerical 
model, namely, assumptions about lamination angle, plate flatness and uniform thickness. To improve an 
accuracy of the error functional coming from the physical tests, an influence of measurement errors on the 
modal parameters has been investigated additionally. The proposed practical solution makes the results of 



inverse problems more accurate and reliable and the identification process more effective. This new 
methodology has been successfully applied for the non-destructive material properties characterisation of 
carbon/epoxy prepreg panels. 
 


